In the words of William Shakespeare: "All the world's a stage and a

man in his time plays many parts."

Well when I came of age despite my parents' rage these are the words I took to heart.
I am the only leading player in a performance about me.

I can introduce myself. I don't need another emcee.
Shine my spotlight center not right This is my world to

night No need for fright it will be all right so sit back relax I rarely

accel.

Meno mosso

Oh Romeo Oh Romeo

accel.
where-for art though Rome - Oh how many times I read that famous coup

But the number of times didn't reduce the crime that I couldn't be Jul i

Now as I read further on dear old Willie asked "To be or not to be that is the

Moderato
A question I surpassed As I discovered I was mis cast with new forms of gender expression. I am not quite the normal woman. My parents wanted me to be In fact I'm not a
woman or may-be that's hard to see. 
Shine my spot light

make my dress tight Why try to be so polite? No need for fright of the

words I recite may-be they'll set your mind a light.
Shine my spotlight center not right. Life isn't just black and white — You got

molto rall.

my invite so just sit tight — cause this is

my world tonight